Pole Stub Removal

POLE PULLING

Osmose has provided inspection, maintenance, and restoration services to utility companies throughout the United States for more than 80 years.

Our pole pulling programs are supported by the company’s commitment to safety, training, and project management.

Double poles create additional safety concerns for workers and the general public. They are unsightly and may cause unnecessary customer complaints. Some states have laws requiring pole removal within a certain timeframe.

Double wood poles can add increased strain on pole owners. Osmose crews are trained and certified to safely pull old poles.

- Set-up safe work zone
  *Including required traffic management*
- Inspect the pole
- Locate UG facilities
  *Hand excavate up to five feet if necessary*
- Address any obstacles to removal
- Remove pole using hydraulic jack
- Remove any and all hardware
  *Including all risers (electric, telephone, and CATV)*
- Load and haul poles
- Site Restoration
  *Haul dirt and backfill around the pole*

Contact your local Osmose representative or:

CALL 716.319.3423   EMAIL poleinfo@osmose.com
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